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ABSTRACT
We present HI spectral-line imaging of the extremely metal-poor galaxy DDO 68. This system has
a nebular oxygen abundance of only ∼3% Z⊙, making it one of the most metal-deficient galaxies
known in the local volume. Surprisingly, DDO68 is a relatively massive and luminous galaxy for
its metal content, making it a significant outlier in the mass-metallicity and luminosity-metallicity
relationships. The origin of such a low oxygen abundance in DDO68 presents a challenge for models of
the chemical evolution of galaxies. One possible solution to this problem is the infall of pristine neutral
gas, potentially initiated during a gravitational interaction. Using archival HI spectral-line imaging
obtained with the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Arraya, we have discovered a previously unknown
companion of DDO 68. This low-mass (MHI = 2.8× 10
7 M⊙), recently star-forming (SFRFUV =
1.4× 10−3 M⊙ yr
−1, SFRHα < 7× 10
−5 M⊙ yr
−1) companion has the same systemic velocity as DDO
68 (Vsys = 506 kms
−1; D = 12.74± 0.27 Mpc) and is located at a projected distance of ∼42 kpc. New
HI maps obtained with the 100m Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope provide evidence that DDO
68 and this companion are gravitationally interacting at the present time. Low surface brightness HI
gas forms a bridge between these objects.
Subject headings: galaxies: evolution — galaxies: dwarf — galaxies: irregular — galaxies: individual
(DDO68, DDO 68 C)
1. INTRODUCTION
The most metal-poor galaxies in the local universe pro-
vide important constraints on models of galaxy evolution.
To date the lowest measured nebular oxygen abundance
in a star-forming galaxy is 3% of the Solar value. Four
known galaxies have this abundance value: the starburst
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galaxy SBS0335−052W (Izotov et al. 2005), the BCD
galaxy I Zw18 (Skillman & Kennicutt 1993), the dwarf
galaxy Leo P (Skillman et al. 2013), and the subject of
this letter, DDO68 (Pustilnik et al. 2005).
While the extremely low oxygen abundance of DDO68
makes it an interesting system, its other physical char-
acteristics make it a critical testbed for our understand-
ing of the chemical evolution of galaxies. Specifically,
DDO68 is an outlier on the mass-metallicity (M-Z) re-
lationship (Pustilnik et al. 2005; Berg et al. 2012); it is
overly massive compared to the other known systems
with comparable metallicity. The HI mass of DDO68
is four times larger than that of I Zw18 (van Zee et al.
1998) and 3 orders of magnitude larger than that of LeoP
(Bernstein-Cooper et al. 2014). The deviation of DDO68
from the M-Z relation is so pronounced that it has been
excluded from recent works attempting to calibrate this
relationship at the lowest abundances (Berg et al. 2012;
Skillman et al. 2013).
The presence of an extremely metal-poor ISM in a mas-
sive dwarf galaxy poses a serious obstacle for models of
the chemical evolution of galaxies. One possible origin
for these enigmatic properties is the infall of pristine
gas. As argued in Ekta & Chengalur (2010), the infall
of primordial gas may produce lower metallicities and
lower effective chemical yields. Based on multiple lines
of evidence, this scenario may be at work in DDO68.
As the archival Hubble Space Telescope (HST) image
in Figure 1(a) shows, the stellar morphology of DDO68
is severely disturbed; an elongated stream of stars ex-
tends southward over an arcminute (>3.7 kpc) from the
main stellar body. This stream is especially prominent in
the GALEX images shown in Figure 2. The continuum-
2Fig. 1.— Color HST/ACS image (a, created using F606W and F814W filters) and continuum-subtracted HST Hα image (b) of DDO68.
Overlaid on both panels are the 2× 1021 cm−2 column density contours derived from the 15′′ resolution VLA HI images; the same contours
are shown in Figure 2.
subtracted HST Hα image shown in Figure 1(b) reveals
widespread massive star formation (SF) in DDO68. Cu-
riously, most of this nebular emission is concentrated in
four SF complexes in the north of the galaxy, and in one
complex in the stellar stream to the south; each of these
HII regions is co-spatial with high column density HI gas
(NHI > 2× 10
21 cm−2, or σHI > 16 M⊙ pc
−2) that is sig-
nificantly displaced from the center of the main stellar
component of DDO68. In agreement with the previous
studies of the HI morphology and dynamics of DDO 68 by
Stil & Israel (2002) and Ekta et al. (2008), we find that
the HI morphology of DDO 68 is significantly disturbed.
Further, we have discovered a previously unknown, gas-
bearing companion system that is connected to DDO68
by a bridge of low surface brightness HI gas. Taken to-
gether, these lines of evidence suggest that DDO68 is
undergoing an interaction or accretion event; this may
support the infall hypothesis.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
HI spectral-line observations of DDO68 were acquired
with the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) in the
C configuration in November, 2002 for program AT288.
These data divide the 1.5 MHz total bandwidth into
256 channels, delivering a spectral resolution of 1.19
kms−1 ch−1. The primary and phase calibrators were
3C286 and 0958+324, respectively. The total on-source
integration time was approximately 8 hours. The VLA
data were calibrated and imaged using standard prescrip-
tions in the AIPS environment14. Residual flux rescal-
ing was enforced during the image production process
(Jorsater & van Moorsel 1995). The final beam size is
15′′, and the rms noise in the final data cube is 0.5
mJyBm−1. Moment maps were derived using the tech-
niques described in Walter et al. (2008).
HI 21-cm spectral-line imaging of the DDO 68 system
was obtained with the 100m Robert C. Byrd Green Bank
Telescope (GBT) in “on the fly mapping” (OTF) mode in
January and February, 2014, for programs AGBT/13B-
169 (P.I. McQuinn) and AGBT/13B-459 (P.I. Cannon).
Briefly, the GBT spectrometer acquired data using in-
band frequency switching with a bandwidth of 12.5 MHz,
delivering a spectral resolution of 0.158 km s−1 ch−1. The
mapping region covered ∼1.1◦ and was Nyquist sampled.
Data calibration and baseline fitting was performed us-
14 Developed and maintained by NRAO
3Fig. 2.— HI, optical and near-UV images of DDO68 and DDO68C. Panel (a) shows the VLA HI column density image (15′′ beam shown
at bottom left) overlaid with contours at the (1.25,2.5,5,10,20)× 1020 cm−2 levels; the same contours are overlaid on a spatially-smoothed
3-color image in panel (b) showing the DSS2-blue, GALEX near-UV, and GALEX far-UV images as red, green, and blue, respectively.
Panel (c) shows the intensity weighted velocity field of the system, with contours spaced in 10 kms−1 intervals between 470 and 540 kms−1;
the same contours are overlaid on the 3-color image in panel (d).
ing standard GBTIDL15 routines, with slight modifica-
tions compared to the previous data reduction methods
in Johnson (2013). Specifically, after calibrating each
row in the map, all baseline structures were removed by
subtracting the average of the first and last four pix-
els in each row from the row itself. This improved fit-
ting method delivers superior baseline fits compared to
a more simplistic low-order polynomial fit to line-free
spectral regions. Calibrated spectra were exported to
AIPS for imaging. All spectra were combined into a sin-
gle database and imaged using the SDGRD task with a
spherical Bessel function (Mangum et al. 2007); the final,
15 Developed by NRAO; documentation at
http://gbtidl.sourceforge.net.
smoothed velocity resolution was 15.46 kms−1 ch−1.
Optical images of DDO68 and the companion system
described below were acquired with the WIYN 0.9m tele-
scope16 on 26 February, 2014. Two 20-minute exposures
in a narrowband Hα filter, and one 4-minute exposure
in a broadband R filter, were acquired. Continuum sub-
traction followed standard prescriptions.
Archival HST, GALEX, and SDSS data were down-
loaded from the respective archives. The HST images
of DDO68 were acquired in program 11578 (P.I. Aloisi).
16 The WIYN 0.9m telescope is operated by WIYN Inc. on be-
half of a Consortium of nine partner Universities and Organizations
(see http://www.noao.edu/0.9m). WIYN is a joint partnership of
the University of Wisconsin at Madison, Indiana University, Yale
University, and the National Optical Astronomical Observatory.
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Fig. 3.— HI, optical and UV images of the newly-discovered galaxy DDO68C. Panels (a) and (d) show the SDSS r-band image; panels
(b) and (e) show the GALEX near-UV image; panels (c) and (f) show the GALEX far-UV image. Overlaid on panels (a), (b), and (c)
are contours showing HI column densities at the (2,4,6,8)× 1020 cm−2 levels. Overlaid on panels (d), (e), and (f) are isovelocity contours
between 494 and 508 km s−1, in intervals of 2 km s−1. The 15′′ beam is shown in panel (f).
Standard photometric analysis of these data were per-
formed using the DOLPHOT software package (Dolphin
2000). The resulting photometry yields a TRGB dis-
tance of 12.74± 0.27 Mpc, which is used in this paper.
This value is significantly larger than previous (indirect
method) distance estimates (e.g., Pustilnik et al. 2005 es-
timate D≃6.5 Mpc). Accounting for the peculiar motions
discussed in Tully et al. (2008), Pustilnik & Tepliakova
(2011) and Karachentsev et al. (2013) estimated dis-
tances of∼10 Mpc. Most recently, Tikhonov et al. (2014)
use the same HST data as analyzed here to derive a dis-
tance of 12.3± 0.3 Mpc; they also interpret the color-
magnitude diagram and stellar population distributions
as evidence for an ongoing merger, and identify an inter-
acting companion galaxy (“DDO68B”) that makes up
the bulk of the stellar stellar stream seen in the HST
and GALEX images.
3. THE DDO68 – DDO68C SYSTEM
In Figure 2 we present the HI surface density image and
the intensity weighted HI velocity field of the DDO68
system. The HI morphology of DDO 68 is significantly
disturbed: the HI surface density contours are com-
pressed on the eastern side of the galaxy, but are diffuse
and filamentary to the south and west. The UV emission
shows a similar morphology; the apparent stellar stream
that extends to the south and west is co-spatial with the
HI extending in the same sense.
The velocity field of DDO68 shown in Figure 2 indi-
cates coherent rotation. However, significant irregulari-
ties in the disk are apparent (note the kinks in the isove-
locity contours in the velocity range 490-520 km s−1).
We thus only estimate the bulk kinematics via tilted
ring analysis, and defer a full mass decomposition un-
til a later work. Using the GIPSY task ROTCUR, we
derived a representative rotation curve with the follow-
ing dynamical parameters: Vsys = 505.5 kms
−1, ma-
jor axis position angle (measured counterclockwise from
north toward the receding side of the disk) = 19.6◦, incli-
nation i = 65.2◦. A range of dynamical center positions
yielded similar flat rotational velocities vc ≃45 kms
−1 at
radii of 180′′ (11.1 kpc). The challenges with fitting the
rotation curve, and the estimates of the flat rotational
velocity, are in agreement with the work of Ekta et al.
(2008). A simple
V
2
c
·r
G
calculation gives a total dynam-
ical mass estimate of Mdyn >5.2× 10
9 M⊙. This value
is a lower limit because it only includes the mass within
the HI radius, and because we have not applied a cor-
rection for possible non-circular motions. The derived
HI flux integral (SHI 26.0±2.6 Jy km s
−1) implies MHI
= (1.0± 0.15)× 109 M⊙. This can be compared with
5523.6 km/s
539.1 km/s 554.5 km/s 570.0 km/s
Beam
GBT 
DDO 68
DDO 68 C
446.3 km/s 461.8 km/s 477.2 km/s
492.7 km/s 508.2 km/s
Fig. 4.— Channel maps of the spectrally smoothed GBT OTF mapping HI cube of the DDO68 system; velocities are shown in the upper
left of each panel. Pixel intensities range from 0.0 K (white) to 0.075 K (black); the field of view of each panel is ∼24.9′× 33.4′. Red
contours show the same VLA HI column density contours as in Figure 2. The GBT beam size (523.3′′) is shown by the two red circles
in the first panel; DDO68 and DDO68C are each labeled in the last panel. The most extended northern and southern very low column
density HI gas (V=493 and V=524 km s−1) have velocities in the opposite directions as those visible in the adjacent parts of DDO68;
this could provide evidence for dynamically decoupled gas flows along a filament or remnant flows from the recent merger discussed in
Ekta et al. (2008).
the stellar mass, derived using the total Spitzer 3.6 µm
and 4.5 µm fluxes from Dale et al. (2009) and the for-
malism presented in Eskew et al. (2012): M⋆ ≃2× 10
8
M⊙. Within the HI radius, DDO68 is a dark-matter
dominated galaxy.
In the VLA data cube we unexpectedly identified a
nearby, gas-rich galaxy that has a systemic velocity iden-
tical to that of DDO68. We hereafter refer to this com-
panion as DDO68C. As Figure 2 shows, the angular
separation of 11.34′ (measured from the UV centroid
position of DDO68C at 09h56m41.07s, +29◦00′50.74′′
to the adopted dynamical center position of DDO68 at
09h56m45.79s, +28◦49′32.9′′) implies a physical separa-
tion of ∼42 kpc. To our knowledge this source does not
appear in the literature; it is not mentioned in the pre-
vious HI studies by Stil & Israel (2002) and Ekta et al.
(2008).
DDO68C is detected at high significance in the HI
data. As shown in the moment zero image presented
in Figure 3, the HI column densities peak at 8.8× 1020
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Fig. 5.— HI column density images, velocity fields, and PV slices of the DDO68 – DDO68C system. Panels (a), (b), and (c) show
the VLA data, tapered to an angular resolution of 300′′, while panels (d), (e), and (f) show the GBT data at an angular resolution of
523.3′′; beam sizes are shown as circles in the bottom left of panels (a), (b), (d) and (e). The contours in (a) show HI column densities of
(2,4,8,16,32,128,256)× 1018 cm−2; the contours in (d) show HI column densities of (1,2,4,8,16,32,128,256)× 1018 cm−2. The contours in
(b) and (e) show velocities between 475 and 530 km s−1, in intervals of 5 km s−1. The PV slices in panels (c) and (f) are taken at a position
angle of 355◦ (measured counter-clockwise from north) and pass through the HI surface density maxima of both DDO68 and DDO68C.
cm−2 at 15′′ (930 pc) resolution. Based on the derived
flux integral (SHI = 0.73±0.11 Jy km s
−1), the total neu-
tral hydrogen mass MHI = (2.8± 0.5)× 10
7 M⊙. The
neutral hydrogen reservoir of DDO68 is roughly 35 times
more massive than that in DDO 68C.
The lack of previous information about DDO68C may
be due to the superposition of the Milky Way foreground
star TYC1967−1114−1 (mV = 10.8; Høg et al. 2000).
This star has unsaturated photometry in the Tycho,
2MASS and WISE catalogs; the solar-metallicity AT-
LAS9 spectrum (Castelli & Kurucz 2003) that best-fits
this photometry is a Teff =5000K dwarf with spectral
type between K0V and K2V in the Pickles (1998) library.
As shown in Figure 3, this star is saturated in the SDSS-r
band image. It is prominent in the GALEX near-UV, and
is slightly above the noise level in the GALEX far-UV.
The latter image clearly delineates the UV-bright stellar
component of DDO68C, which is exactly co-spatial with
the HI distribution.
The 15′′ HI beam resolves the gas in DDO68C, and
there is evidence for rotation in the images shown in
Figure 3. The velocity field of DDO68C was derived
using Gaussian fitting to emission above the 4σ level via
the GIPSY task XGAUFIT. We do not have sufficient
spatial resolution to attempt a formal dynamical analy-
sis of DDO68C. However, a major-axis position-velocity
(PV) slice through the 15′′ datacube suggests a minimum
(i.e., uncorrected for inclination, which is likely signifi-
cant based on the far-UV morphology) rotation velocity
of 7.5-10 kms−1.
We estimate the SF rate (SFR) using the GALEX far-
UV image shown in Figure 3. We derive an integrated
far-UV magnitude mFUV = 19.3 for DDO 68C. Using the
prescriptions in Salim et al. (2007), this corresponds to
a far-UV SFR (SFRFUV) of (1.4± 0.4)×10
−3 M⊙ yr
−1.
This SFRFUV is similar to those of the least massive
dwarfs in Lee et al. (2009). For comparison, the SFRFUV
of DDO68 is∼20 times larger (SFRFUV = 0.023M⊙ yr
−1
and 0.029 M⊙ yr
−1 from Lee et al. 2009 and Hunter et al.
2010, respectively).
DDO68C is not detected in the WIYN 0.9m
continuum-subtracted Hα image. Assuming a point
source, the upper limit of the integrated Hα luminos-
ity is LHα < 8.5× 10
36 erg s−1, corresponding to an
Hα-based SFR upper limit SFRHα < 7× 10
−5 M⊙ yr
−1.
These lines of evidence suggest that despite the higher
SFRFUV within the past few hundred Myr, the galaxy is
now undergoing a period of relative quiescence or has a
stochastically-sampled upper IMF.
74. EVIDENCE FOR INTERACTION
In Figure 4 we show channel maps of the DDO68-
DDO68C system derived from our GBT OTF map-
ping observations. These images were created by blank-
ing emission below the 3σ level in the smoothed 15.46
km s−1 ch−1 data cube (σ =6 mK in line-free channels).
Across multiple channels, emission extends from DDO68
toward, and overlapping with, DDO68C. The two galax-
ies are connected by a bridge of low surface brightness
gas with integrated HI column densities <∼5× 10
18 cm−2.
The HI connecting DDO68 and DDO68C is apparent
in both the GBT and the VLA data. In Figure 5 we
show HI column density images, Gaussian-fitted velocity
fields, and PV slices from both datasets. Panels (a) and
(b) show moment maps derived from the VLA data af-
ter applying spectral smoothing and Gaussian tapering
in the uv plane; the resulting beam size and velocity res-
olution are 300′′ and 10.3 km s−1 ch−1, respectively. At
this resolution and sensitivity, the low surface brightness
HI gas appears between the two systems at a column
density NHI ≃2× 10
18 cm−2. In panels (d) and (e), the
GBT data (beam size = 523.3′′) clearly show the ex-
tension of the HI gas toward and enclosing DDO68C.
This extended emission is apparent at integrated column
densities of 1× 1018 cm−2 <∼ NHI <∼ 10
19 cm−2 in the
GBT data. Panels (c) and (f) show PV slices taken at a
position angle of 355◦ (measured counter-clockwise from
north) and passing through the HI surface density max-
ima of both DDO68 and DDO 68C. These panels clearly
verify the presence of low surface brightness HI gas be-
tween DDO68 and DDO 68C.
It is important to note that the angular separation of
the two galaxies (11.34′ using the coordinates discussed
above) is slightly larger than the synthesized beam of
the GBT OTF maps (8.7′). As Figure 4 shows, a GBT
beam resolution element centered on each source does
not overlap with the other; formally, the two sources are
resolved. The presence of low surface brightness HI gas
in the VLA data assures that this bridge is not entirely a
resolution or smoothing effect. Very deep, low-resolution
interferometric images of this system would be valuable
in further studying the nature of the gas between DDO68
and its companion.
We interpret the low surface brightness HI gas con-
necting DDO68 and its companion as direct evidence for
an ongoing interaction. This interpretation is strength-
ened by the various lines of discussion in § 1. Specif-
ically, the optical and HI morphologies of DDO68 are
both severely disturbed. Further, the ongoing massive
SF is concentrated in regions of the outer disk and in the
stellar stream extending to the south.
5. DISCUSSION
The ongoing interaction of DDO68 and DDO68C pro-
vides a possible explanation for the deviation of DDO68
from the M-Z relationship. The present-day metallicity
of the HII regions may be a result of the complex mixing
of infalling neutral material. As discussed in detail in
Sancisi et al. (2008), the close proximity of gas-rich com-
panions and the presence of HI and stellar tails (all of
which are seen in the DDO68-DDO68C system) provide
compelling support for ongoing cold gas accretion.
With the present data we cannot conclude that the
interaction is responsible for infall of pristine gas into
the DDO68 disk. While it is possible that deep, in-
terferometric low-resolution HI imaging could separate
infalling gas from material associated with an interac-
tion, it is likely that an alternative method will be
needed to identify an infall episode. UV absorption
line spectroscopy offers one avenue for such investiga-
tion (see, e.g., Lebouteiller et al. 2013). An alternative
method would be to examine elemental abundances in
all available HII regions in the disk; to date only abun-
dances for the northern HII regions have been derived
(Pustilnik et al. 2005; Berg et al. 2012). A measurement
of the abundances in the HII region in the stellar stream
to the south (see Hα image in Figure 1) would reveal
if the entire disk of DDO68 has experienced a uniform
level of chemical enrichment. Unfortunately, the Hα non-
detection of DDO 68C precludes a spectroscopic mea-
surement of its chemical abundance.
As DDO68 and its companion appear to be interact-
ing, it would be especially interesting to compare the
recent SF histories (SFHs) of these systems. As dis-
cussed in McQuinn et al. (2010a, 2010b, 2012), spatially-
resolved SFHs offer unique insights into the locations and
intensities of SF as functions of time. New HST obser-
vations of DDO68C that are similar to the archival ob-
servations of DDO68 shown in Figure 1 would allow a
comparative SFH analysis between these two galaxies.
The Hα non-detection but significant far-UV luminosity
of DDO68C enforces the importance of probing the evo-
lution of these systems over the past few hundred Myr.
Correlated features in these SFHs would provide an em-
pirical timescale on the interaction event.
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